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HEARTFULL Thanks to the following
Faeries for Photo or/and Text
submissions:HospitalitySweet/

Efthimios/PinkSafire/
EinlandesWasser/Peridot/Flame/
VikingDiva/Quadrophenia/
Cocopierre/DominicVine/ Pixie/
KwaiLam/ Panterra/ Sunflower/
Sebastian/ BeanPole/ bEaT &

other Faeries (whose names were not
connected to the jpeg files submitted)
Eurofæries is an [Stichting/ Stiftung]
non-profit organisation registered in the
Netherlands & France & Germany. Our longterm goal is to secure a permanent Færie
sanctuaries in Europe. 1 current example is
: “Folle Terre” in France. Any surplus raised
from the gathering fees, & from our fundraising auctions at the gatherings, will be
donated to the “Folle Terre” developement
fund through “Les Amis de FolleTerre” or
how the individual gathering organizers
agree upon.
Donations specifically for Folleterre may
be sent via money transfer to: Les Amis
de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay
France
IBAN- FR7610278078610002007620160
BIC(Swift code) CMCIFR2A
Folleterre site only : www.Folleterre.org /
General eu website : www.eurofaerie.EU /
MpZ Editoress : cocopierre@Gmail.com
Eurofaeries P.O. Box 2721, 1000CS
Amsterdam,
The N e t h e r l a n d s
***********************
FOLLETERRE DONATIONS:
Færies living within the European Union
may make direct transfers.
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots
70270 Ternuay France, “IBAN”= FR7
6102 7807 8610 0020 0762 0160 &
“BIC”(Swift code)=CMCIFR2A
USA citizens can get a tax deduction by
writing a check made payable to:
ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Wolf Creek, OR
97497 Please Mention*:
“Donation FolleTerre” in the memo-line
& it will be tax deductable for you and
be forwarded to the FolleTerre sanctuary.

< PHOTO :
Pixie (top)one of
the organizers
of the 2007
Featherstone
Castle UK
gathering with
bEaT of the dark
River (bottom)
and his wonderful
drums. Pixie
interviews bEaT
for this issue’s
MpZ ButtPage and
unveils this sweet
and softspoken
Eurofaerie. bEaT
is currently
organizing
the upcoming
2008 Thailand
Gathering with
HabibiDingMeiMei
where they both
live and play
drums.

Letters
Dear All,
After so many years of quiet work behind the scene Trixy has told
us that she wants to stop her board activities for the eurofaeries.
You hardly ever heared of the board but really she kept all sorts
of things running. payments of subscriptions, doing all our taxes,
keeping the insurances going etc. So i think she deserves a Big Big
Yooo Hoooo (and why not a bit more...write here a nice card or
so!) So now we pulled together a boardmeeting that we needed since
so long. it happens next sunday at Junis place...Also Pinkdeer who
is in the board wants to step back. So that leaves only an chaotic
DeeTale and it really would NOT be a goodidea if i have to keep the
backbone up....I sure like to do it together with someone as Trix and i
often did things together. So in our board meeting we will seriously
think of who we could possibly ask. But for that i also like to get
feedback from you all if we’re
still needed....the idea is this:We started out with the EuroFaeries,
long before we had land. The EF organise gatherings all over, have a
bank account for that, some backup money for organisers but also
money if e.g. queers from Iran want to come to a gathering. From
such country you have to formally invite someone and the person
who does so takes a risk of i think 50.000 euro’s. Our founding
mothers did this first on a personal note but later started this
“stichting” to no longer be personally liable.
Also the EF has a legal insurance for organisers: if you organise a
gathering and the venue burns down or somebody suffocates on her
highheels, we are insured for that. FolleTerre is an organisation to
keep the land running... As the land can be quite money and energy
consuming we thought it would be good to have both EF and FT as
separate organisations. One to keep the land going but the other
to keep some backbone for other gatherings, Off the land.
Right now it has proven the bacbone is needed as the UK winter
gathering is in shallow waters and has asked for a bucket
of water to raise the levels a bit. That does not mean that
FT could have that in their internal rules as a function too.
So here is the question: Do we look for a new EF board or do we
join our energy in one organisation, called FolleTerre? in both cases
i think some extra hands on are needed. also the FT board has lots
of work to do!
Yes: i want to keep it as it is
No: lets merge the 2 organisations and make some changhes in the
internal rules to safeguard the functions of the EF in FT.
Love and Light -DeeTale
*******************************************************************
Hi you all,
Just for the record: i have not decided on stepping back ... yet ...Love,
Pink Deer
*****************************************************************
dear deetale, dear all,
was this a hint to vote on the question? in this case i vote YES i want
it to stay as it is. yet i dont feel in the position to step for ward to

take on any of the responsibility
involved with the EF board. i
hope in our interest that we will
find a good solution here.
xxx bb
*********************************
Dear Trixy, Dee, Pink Deer and
Junis, thank you so much for
your time and energy you have
invested in the stichting! We
should not forget that this is
also love energy which has been
given to all of us! Thank you
again!
The foundation has proved
as a good foundation for the
Eurofaeries! Many faeries got
the chance to come to gatherings
because of the sponsorship of
the stichting. The stichting has
saved some money and given a
big amount to start Folleterre.
Its backing up gatherings
with its funds. It would be so
wonderful if more faeries would
get involved in these activities.
Since we do not know, if and how
Folleterre will grow or not, if it
even will go on or not, and also
to safeguard a more independent
structure of the Eurofaeries
apart from Folleterre I suggest
to keep it as it is and hope that
the dutch faeries can find new
board members in their circle.
Caught up in too many things
already I do not feel capable
to step in right now myself. In
general my feeling of the faerie
energy in the Eurofaerie land is,
that it is quite low. I am not sure
why that is so. It might just be
my subjective impression? On
the other hand I am very much
convinced, that much more
faerie energy is needed on this
planet and hope that we can
rekindle the fire. We all will be
missing us if not.
Kisses & hugs –Eilendes Wasser
*********************************
On balance, I think it would be
best to keep the t wo separate
if it is possible. There will
sometimes be tensions bet ween
FT and the EF movement as a
whole. I think it is best if these
are discussed openly. By keeping
the organisations separate, this
will happen.
I have always felt that the heart
circle is a magical idea that does
many things for us.
We don’t even notice some of
those things.
I have been active in other
organisazations (such as ECC)
ECC does not normally use Heart
Circle as a core ingredient. In ECC
organisers have to remember
many issues which, in a faerie
gathering, the heart circle
automatically deals with. Both
the practical and ‘heart’ part
of a heart circle are important
to this process. As Dee says,
the core of EF has been handled
quietly in the background by just
a few people. We do owe them
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From Cocopierre with Love
Welcome to the MpZ my
humle apologies for the
long long delay- There have
been many interuptions
since our last issue of the
MpZ (including a horrible
hard-drive failure, lost files,
soft ware and more-the
second time in the years that
the MpZ has been under my
care)
What has been happening
with the Eurofaeries since
then? Energy begins to build
with the UK faeries including
an upcoming gathering this
winter at Featherstone
Castle over Christmas 2007
organized by Pixie, Tinkerbell
and their lovers. Folleterre
has just had a “LumberJane”
gatherette in November and
the Rheingoldfaeries had
Halloween event in Oberkassel
hosted by EinlandesWasser.
The Berlin Circle has just
met for a WinterSolstice
hosted by ButchBuddha.
There is an upcoming “Asia
faeries” gathering coming up
organized (in part) by <bEaT>
of the Dark River -. He has
also been so kind to share his
butt for this issue’s BUTTPAGE
with an interview by Pixie in
London. The Berlin Circle
is planning NEXT Summers
Berlin Gathering at Wanseestay tuned for details on the
YahooNewsgroup and the
Eurofaeries website.
The Eurofaeries website has
been changed-it is now :
www.eurofaerie.EU (Singular
& no longer .org)- the previous
address was hiJacked and
may cause a PC virus (!)Thank you to Trixy and the
cyber faeries who jumped in
to solve this emergency. New
commitments are being made
for cyber support and will be
listed in the next MpZ.
The Eurofaeries “Stiching”
legally established in the
Netherlands has new officers
(and will be announced in the
next MpZ)
Folleterre now also has a new
set of steward officers (to be
announced in the next MpZ)
You will notice in this MpZ
occasional fotos with no
texts- or no fotos at all.
MpZ has a big problem NOT
receiving texts, gathering
reports and very few faeries
remember to include the
MpZ on their info-mailing
list. Please-if you are

organizing a gathering- Keep
Cocopierre @ Gmail.com on
your mailing list & informed
for content & pictures.
My DEEPEST gratitude to
regular contributors such
as Junis, Faerie Anonymous
(you know who YOU are)
and those of you who eMail
me fotos & texts or post me
CDs- the community thanks
you and our history archives
thank you! We have decided
(informally) that 2-4 faeries
will keep digital records of the
old and current newsletters–
for the benefit of safety and
de-centralization.
The GayLesbian archives
of the Netherlands and
the Schwulesmuseum (Gay
Museum) in Berlin Germany
have voiced interest in the
past to store our archives for
scholarly research as part of
the larger movement of the
Radical-Faeries– No formal
submissions have yet been
made to these prestigious
institutions.
The MpZ and its Editoress
currently has NO “mailing
list” (!) and will be announced
on the Eurofaerie and
Folleterre newsgroups.
This issue has featured the
faerie blogs of t wo previous
ButtPage subjects “Dominic of
the Owls” and “HospitalitySweet” both men have 2 very
different websites that let us
enter into their worlds- do
visit them (and let them
know you discovered them
through the MpZ) Dominic
has lived in Amsterdam and
worked with various faeries
there such as PinkSafire &
Sanbejalo. Hospitality Sweet

cums from the UK and has
delighted many continental
Faeries on his visitationsBut has been exploring as
you’ll read on his blog the
down under. Cocopierre would
love some cyber sav vy help
with the MpZ-coordinating
content -please contact him
–Cocopierre

Letters Cont’d

a great deal of thanks. Perhaps
from now on we should be made
more aware of the work they
are
doing so we can appreciate it
better. I’d like to suggest we
try to use the Internet to have
regular circles on line I suggest
that anyone who has been to a
Euro faerie gathering in the last
few years (2?) can participate
in these.
The purpose would be to identify
issues find volunteers explore
new ideas and opportunities
provide support for the core
team
This on line circel clearly could
not totally replace a core group.
Some things are definitely best
done in private. We also do need
a few committed people to keep
the energy levels up.
Finally I would like to offer
many thanks to Trixy (and
others) who have done the hard
and often thankless work in the
background over the last many
years. I guess, without intending
to I have sometimes been one
of those who have made their
job more difficult rather than
more easy. For that I offer my
apologies - my intentions were
always good.
Hugs to all and warmest thanks
to Trixy in particular
Chris.

*********************************
I find it real helpfull to finally
hear a bit more about the details
of
the stichting and the faerie website. So far, when I mentioned
the subjects, or asked questions,
I always had the feeling
that those were “no subject”
subjects. I felt like whoever I
talked to didn’t want to tell me
or didn’t want to talk about
the subject. Ok fair enough..
With my unstable health and
being isolated in the midst of
nowhere, I am not too eager to
commit myself to regular tasks.
I hate to commit myself if I’m
not confident I’ll get it done.
So I did not see any reason to
push for answers... trying to
stick to the idea “don’t worry,
things will work out the faerie
way” (this is NO complaint, just
a layout of the situation up to
about 5 minutes ago) All of a
sudden there is work to be done,
decisions to be made......and the
relevant meeting is in less than
a week somewhere in Holland
- one day before my flight to
London.
To me this is a bit like accidentally
being hit by a car and I do not
know how to decide. I also feel
like having a deja vu... this is not
the first time a situation like this
occured. To me there seems to be
a pattern. So I think keeping
the stichting separate from
Folleterre, is for more than this
reason, important and suggest:
Yes: I want to keep the
organisations separate, but not
as they are
I would find it real helpfull if the
situtation changed to be more
communicative... all the time...
not just in case of “emergencies”
Hugggzzzz to all,Frank
PS: I don’t care abt who did what
and who didn’t whatever else, in
a way
of blame.. all I want is to tell you
that I see a pattern reocurring
occasionally, which is a pattern
that does not work, that needs
changing.. however way
I don’t have a set mind, or
expectations, just the dream to
“get it
work”... I lived in a community
that worked worldwide for
years,
internally as well as externally,
in what was called “community
development”, based on group
consensus in heterogenious
(??looks
strange)
backgrounds
like
neighbourhoods etc. ... I know
what I’m
talking about
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ALBION FÆRIES PRESENT: A UK EURO-FÆRIE GATHERING 20.DEC.2007
ALBION FÆRIES PRESENT: YULETIDE AT THE CASTLE
A UK EURO-FÆRIE GATHERING
Join us 20th – 28TH DECEMBER 2007
***************LOG FIRES•FÆRIE FEASTS•HEART CIRCLES FOR THE BODY &
SOUL •MUSIC, DRUMMING & SOLSTICE CELEBRATION**********************
••••••••••••••YOOOOOOOO HOOOOOO !!!! •••••••••••••••••••••
THE PRACTICALITIES:
COME AWAY WITH
Corridors and bedrooms
can be cold - be prepared.
THE FAERIES
Mattresses at the castle are
to magical
rather old, and extra mat/
airbed to sleep on is worth
FEATHERSTONE
considering if you are a
CASTLE for a faerie
comfort faerie. We will be

DEC 20, 2007

merry Yule of fantasy,
feasts and fun. We
gather to celebrate
the winter solstice
and create a week
long festival of
faerie love, light and
laughter. Expect
a very alternative
Yule. Faerie is a
self-chosen identity
– this gathering is
for all adult faeries
(16+), irrespective of
gender.

THE VENUE:
Featherstone Castle
lies in the stunning
Northumberland
countryside, close to

Haltwhistle, centre
of the sacred Isle of
Albion. The castle
is near to Hadrian’s
Wall. It is very
atmospheric with
log fires, mysterious
nooks and crannies, a
magnificent room for
our heart circles, and
an excellent kitchen.
The old tower is over 700 years old and like any self–respecting castle,
this one has a ghost – in fact a whole wedding party of them, hunted down
and slaughtered by the bride’s secret lover!

THE FOCUS:
Solstice is a great time to gather with others to see
out the longest night. Enjoy
warm fires, feasts and heartfelt companionship which will extend into
the queerest Yule family gathering you can imagine. Think presence
rather than presents. Think outrageous faerie panto rather than hideous
family dramas. Forget turkey - but as for stuffing...... Heart Circle is the
first place in which we build connections of community and compassion.
Expect faerie frolics, bodywork, country walks, dancing, drumming, song
and plenty of space to play. Participation in all activities is voluntary. Like
any gathering, it’s success is dependant on what people put into it - be
that on a cultural, practical or a healing level. All this contributes to the
very special energy of the event. Just bring an open heart.

asking for volunteers to
come forward in advance
to plan dinner menus so
that good planning can
be made (shops will be
shut much of the time we
are there). Please let us
know with your booking
if you would like to cook
for the group - you will
be given full support from
our kitchen goddesses and
chopping crews. Dogs: We
have places for a maximum
of 3 dogs at the castle. So
if you are a dog lover and
canʼt bear to be parted
from your beloved pooch,
book as soon as possible
to avoid disappointment.
Owners must provide food
for their animals and some
areas of the gathering will
be designated as dog-free.
GETTING TO FEATHERSTONE
CASTLE: By air: Easy
links from all European
countries. Take a flight to
Newcastle - or Newcastle
via London if coming from
further a field - then a
train to Haltwhistle. By
train: Train to Carlisle or
Newcastle. Then change
to Haltwhistle. By car:
Featherstone Castle is
three miles south-west of
Haltwhistle on the A69.

THE COST:
The price is set on a
sliding scale and intended only to cover
costs -- the higher rates supporting the
lower ones. Any donations added will
be treated as sponsorship and would
be much appreciated. If you need a
scholarship or work sponsorship please
donʼt hesitate to contact Tinkerbell
on rbj@freeuk.com or Solus on
mouthwaite@aol.com. All emails must
be titled Faerie Gathering to avoid
being deleted as spam.
Payment Instructions: Transfers can
be made to: Bank: HSBC/First Direct
Sort Code: 40 47 86 Account No:
21649094 /Reference: AF and
your initials For transfers from
outside the UK. from Euro-zone in
Euros please IBAN=GB85MIDL4047862
1649094 BIC=MIDLGB2168H
from the US - Please ask your bank
to cover the charge approx £8 Swift
number= MIDLGB22 If you wish to
pay by cheque please get in touch for
address details.

http://UK.GEOCITIES.COM/ALBIONFAERIES mouthwaite@aol.com
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FEATHER STONE CASTLE 2006 Gathering
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FEATHER STONE CASTLE 2006 Gathering
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FEATHER STONE CASTLE 2006 Gathering

[ NOTE: Sorry– No texts or descriptions of this
gatherette/Gathering were sent to the Newsletter for
sharing with the faerie-community. ] -Cocopierre
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HERBAL SOULS
Thinking
about
this
newspaper
topic
and
how to make an herbal
connection, more than one
plant comes to mind. To
reach te highest ranking,
they compete, push and
almost fight to get the most
attention. No, this is not
the way I should approach
this subject - a broader
gesture is needed, so
as to cover the infinite
possiblities of medicinal
plants and their almost
infinite power to cure, for
instance. Also, how they
assist our bodies in their
self healing processes, by
stimulating and activating
parts of our brain and
other inner organs. But
where to start, for Heavens
sake? Maybe I should tell
you about the unknown,
magical and ritual use of
mind- altering herbs and
the infinite number of
plants that are not subject
to the prohibition such as
our delightful, yet pitiful
Miss Mari Juana...? Then
we can laugh about the
foolish and short-sighted
legislation against the
smoking of her blossoms,
which only seems to
support crime, and learn
of alterniteves, such as
how to make adventurous
trips fueled by the seeds
of Morning Glory or
Wormwood, Wild Lettuce
or maybe Thorn Apple...?
Well, if you insist I will tell
you, but I rather would like
to introduce you to a more
spiritual high that might
last longer than a couple
of hours... a state that only
can be achieved if we all
place ourselves at the
same level, and no longer
as number one; humans,
flora and fauna in their
environment as equals,
approaching plants with
openness and sincere
attention, as living beings,
observing their beauty as
a totality, without being
distracted by a single
striking flower, or a leaf so
velvety soft, but like loving
a person for his or her
personality; completely...
This is where it starts,
the
so-called
“herbal
connection”:
observing,
connecting and finally
loving the whole thing.
Maybe that ‘s what gives
people, in which company
plants seem to thrive so

HERBAL SOULS by Junis

Herbivores in the animal
world
are
constantly
making choices and plant
connections in order to
obtain the right nutritional,
protecting and healing
ingredients. Even insects,
like honey bees always go
to the same kind of poppel
tree, in order to obtain an
oily plant sap that works
in their colony as an anti
septic agent and which
keeps the hive practically
disease free.
For every disease there
is an herbal remedy. A
wave length or vibration
that ressonnates with an
organ or body part. Inner
and outer resemblances,
vibrations effected by the
sun, moon and the planets.
Helpful in finding your
own herbal connection
can be your astrological
sign and the major planet
connected to it. Mars
(Aries) herbs for instance
have red or blue-ish
flowers and often thorns or
bristles. A bitter taste and a
rich fragrance..!

Herbs
by

Junis

exceptionally well, “them specific medicinal plants.
Beneficial
preferences
green fingers”.
which
first
need
to
become
the
basis
of
our
Just like humans, plants
have preferences when it awareness, before they
comes to choosing close are to be developed.
partners. This chemistry,
symbiosis
sometimes, In animals though, maybe
that works like an invisible because they are not
partnership,
influences distracted by too many
growth and good health. mental disturbances, this
Since the middle ages a quality appears to be
well-known phenomenon naturally present. They
amongst roses and herbs ( feel very accurately how
sage, thyme and lavender), and where to reach out for
they flourish in each others herbal help. My dog knows
company. As humans we exactly which type of
have our preferences too, grass to chew on when he
not only towards each is effected by abdominal
other, but also when it pains. Fine intuition and
comes to connecting with instinct make him sensible
for the right vibration.

Many plants generate
an
amino
acid
called
glutemate,
indispensable for internal
communications. Humans
also produce glutemate,
which serves as a chemical
messenger in the brain.
There are countless ways
in which plant-generated
chemicals are connected
to human receptors. There
was a time, billions of
years ago, before plants
and animals evolved in
different directions, where
genetic links between
different species were
much
more
closely
related. They are still
there, somewhat fragile
maybe in todays material
and physical reality. But
by opening up, being
susceptible the connection
gets stronger, to form the
beginning of a personal
plant soul relationship.
An inspirational, lasting
and above all, healing
experience..
Are you still single ?

Junis (December 2002)
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RECIPE ( & New Book ) by SandyKraut
As some of you know one
faerie “sandy”(at SM) is a
ferment food expert- Sandy
has now come out with a
new book and was kind
enough to send the MpZ one
of the recipes from his new
book “The Revolution Will
Not Be Microwaved”- you
can see more and attend
one of his sessions if you are
passing through the USA- go
to:
http://

wildfermentation.net
Recipe: Savory
Vegetable Strudel

wilted. Then add the garlic,
soaked fruit (drained first),
sweet potatoes, croutons,
and salt to taste. This,
along with cheese, which
you’ll add later, is the
stuffing for the strudel. Add
other seasonal vegetables
or special treats if you
like:
roasted
peppers
or eggplant, carrots or
turnips, broccoli, okra,
artichoke hearts, sausage,
or just about anything
else.

To assemble the strudel,
unwrap the thawed phyllo
Ingredients (for four
sheets and carefully peel
strudel rolls)
off the top sheet. Lay
1 box frozen phyllo
it on a towel and brush
pastry sheets
generously with butter or
3 large onions
olive oil. The phyllo layer
1 pound greens
absorbs that oil, and it
1 head garlic
keeps the sheets crispy
1 cup raisins or other
and distinct, so that they
dried fruit
don’t stick to each other
1 sweet potato
3 slices dry bread
and melt into a single
mass.
Lay
another
sheet
on
top
of the first and brush it
11/2 cups butter or oil, with (or without)
with butter or oil. Continue until five sheets are stacked
cannabis
and brushed. This should take about 1/4 cup of butter
1/4 to 1/2 pound feta or other cheese
(optional)
or oil. Then spread a strip of stuffing about 2 inches
Salt to taste
wide down a long side of the stacked sheets, leaving
about 1 inch at either end to fold in and contain the
Gertrude Stein’s companion Alice B. Toklas was famous strudel.
for her cannabis brownies, and most of the cannabis
food I have been offered in my life has been in the Crumble cheese over the stuffing, if you wish. I use
form of brownies, cookies, chocolate truffles, and other our homemade goat cheese, but feta or any crumbly
sweets (including ice cream). But the last thing a sick cheese—or any cheese, really—is fine. You can also
person needs is all that sugar. Sugar suppresses white use homemade sour cream or cottage cheese (see
blood cell activity and immune function. I personally think page 178 for the recipe). Begin to roll the strudel, using
savory foods are a better vehicle for medical marijuana. the towel to lift up the phyllo and filling, and fold it over.
I love serving savory strudels of phyllo dough stuffed Tuck in the ends of the roll, then roll until the entire
with sautéed vegetables, cheese, and dried fruit. This phyllo stack is wrapped around the stuffing.
dish is delicious and may certainly be enjoyed without Brush the outside with butter or oil. Move the roll to
the cannabis, substituting unadulterated butter or oil.
a greased cookie sheet. Repeat for more rolls. Bake
at 350°F (175°C) for thirty to fortyfive minutes, until
The only special ingredient you need for this recipe golden brown. Slice and serve hot or cold.
beyond cannabis butter or oil [ Cannabis Oil/butter is
included in Sandy’s book ] is a box of frozen phyllo Alternatively you can present these as individually
pastry sheets. Follow the directions on the phyllo wrapped phyllo triangles. Cut a sheet of phyllo dough
package regarding slow thawing in the refrigerator and into strips about 3 inches wide. Brush a strip with
how to remove individual sheets, to avoid having them butter or oil. Place a teaspoonful of stuffing and a bit
stick together or become brittle. Phyllo sheets come in of cheese at one end of the strip. Fold a corner of the
different sizes and thicknesses. A pound of phyllo sheets strip over the
can wrap four or more strudel rolls, enough to feed eight filling diagonally to the other side. Then fold up the
as a meal or more as a snack or side dish.
other corner, folding along the edge of the previous
fold, and continue folding up the triangle until you
The strudel stuffing can be improvised from common reach the end of the strip. Brush the outside of each
ingredients. Coarsely slice three large onions and triangle with butter or oil, then place on a cookie sheet
chop about 1 pound of greens: spinach and/or lamb’s and bake for fifteen to twenty minutes.
quarters, cabbage, kale, or collards work well. Peel and
chop a head’s worth of garlic cloves. Plump raisins and/ Enjoy this savory strudel as an hors d’oeuvre or as a
or other dry fruit by pouring hot water over 1 cup of the main dish. Remember, start with just a small serving
fruit and letting it sit, covered, for fifteen minutes. Peel of cannabis food. And be sure you have other food
a sweet potato, chop it, and steam until soft. Cut a few around, so that if the cannabis stimulates your appetite,
slices of dry bread into about 1 cup of small croutons.
you’ll have snacks other than more of it.
Sauté the onions in 1/4 cup of butter or olive oil until they
www.wildfermentation.com/books_notmicrowaved.php#info_box_3
are lightly caramelized. Add greens and sauté only until
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Gossssssip by FærieAnonymous
Rampant
carnivorous
activity recently reported
at Folleterre.
ANIMALS TORTURED
AND EATEN ALIVE!
Michel (pictured) daily
tortured
and
“played”
with small mammals at
the Beltane gathering as
visiting faeries reacted
with averted gazes and
“awkward” small jokes.
“It’s natural” one pragmatic
Teutonic faerie was heard
opining. “It’s dreadful”
responded a pallid Saxon.
Michel ignored them all
as small bone-snapping
noises escaped his mouth
and as a small intestine
hung from the corner of his
gobbling lips.

Færie Anonymous

Pussy

SPRACHE

[because
because
because ] being young
and beautiful is enough
enough enough of a
contribution and in fact
[he continues] young &
beautiful faeries should
be encouraged to come
to FolleTerre gatherings
by
having
special

Roxie Tart
[website screengrab]

As many of our readers
may
already
know,
Faerie
Anonymous
is one of the many dropdead
GORGEOUS
eurofaeries... and so I
recieved some very very
very important advice at
an earlier gathering this
summer at Folleterre from
a young & handsome
faerie who told another
young & handsome faerie
who told another young
& handsome faerie who
then told ME this amazing
advice. What what what
was that amazing piece of
faerie wisdom you may be
wondering?
The
first
young
&
handsome
faerie
presented his opinion in
this way and said :
“young & attractive
faeries DO NOT NEED
TO PAY to come to
Faerie
gatherings

incentives provided for
them”. Well, fortunately
many of us gorgeous OLD
queens know that there
has been no copyright
on foolishness...till now!
Dogs
dogs
dogs?
did I hear something
about
dogs?Its not
clear what the suggested

gathering donation cost
per dog is- (perhaps if they
are warm and cute enough
they should be allowed for
free– but it does seem that
the four legged babies are
not the “doggy-style” some
faeries demand as proper
behavior in the love tempel.
It has been proposed that
a doggy-style party (with
non-faerie) be be given
during next summer’s
(30.Aug–7.Sept.2008)
Berlin-Wansee
“Faerie”
gathering- but there were
some objections made,
because it sounded much
more like PIG than DOG.
Well, after all, these are
only faerie-opinions, but as
one faerie recently pointed
out “opinions are like
assholes,
everyone
has one”...(oh my! does
that bring us back to the
young faeries again?)
There is a faerie rumor
that pedigree PIGs will
be bred at FolleTerre-but
there seems to be no way
to confirm this rabid rumor–
One faerie was found to
have stepped in shit
recently at Folleterre– but
we can safely assume
that was because some
one had not yet found
the compost WC? And
finally on a glamourous
note– Pixie’s crazy crazy
crazy, sluttish singing
alter ego Roxie Tart
will be doing a world
tour. She will be following
in the footsteps of her
heroine “Babs”[=Barbara
Streisand] and charging
outrageous prices for
her
appearances
on
local street corners and
teahouses (toilets!). She
wants whatever you can
afford, all the whisky she
can get and
as
many
cigarrettes you can stuff up
her knickers!
Last minute off the
presses announcement:
RT has given birth to yet
another child and wants
to name it Jesus (sounds
very Latino-Stud) but
Vatican City has objected
because RT is obviously
not a virgin
Check out www.roxieprod
uctions.co.uk for pictures.
•••Faerie Anonymous
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MPZ Special : Faerie Blog by Dominic Vine

http://www.dominicvine.net/more
Dominic Vine of the Owls
(was the first ButtPage subject
ever in the MpZ) had been living
in masterdam and being a faerie
beach-bum throughout Europe
when we first chatted. Originally
from Indiana you can find him
today in many places on the web.
he has several websites, blogs
etc that could occupy anyone
for weeks- his blog archives go
as far back as 1998. His blog is
both a diary as well as a dialogue
with his many friends/admirers/
lovers & pervs. His blog is
actually -no less than three sites
(<www.dominicvine.net>,
flickr
and <http://domin
icvine.livejour nal.com/
profile>) His livejournal bio
establishes Dominics point of
view on these things -It says :

http://dominicvine.livejournal.com/profile
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MPZ Special : Faerie Blog by Dominic Vine
“i lost my last few written journals... but i’ve
been writing to myself since i was 14... so
maybe now it’s time i write to myself in front
of people... this isn’t necessarily for you...
but i thrive on conversation.. even if it is only
with 1600 strangers.-- feel free to ask or say
what you will... i’m also going to be adding
old writings “ and yes there’s TONs of writing and
tons of Fotos. Maybe to begin -has some select fotos
of himself by 4 diffrent
men.
http://www.
dominicvine.net/
conversations/>
:-)
Cocopierre
[BLOG EXCERPT] Eli
is an old love-comfortable
and worn in fights have
streatched us and shaped
us made us fit and form
to eachother in ways only
time and use can... there
is a familiarity... i know that
often makes people Jealous... today i worked on
appreciating Leo -it made
me even more critical of
him-but so much more loving too-being able to voice
my annoyances-and thenwhen i kept my tongue to
myself-i would watch himlove him-and then notice
that what i was going to
say was un-importantnot only because i was

.. people were comming out-so he started the faeries,
asking the radical question-“we know we like to fuck
men, but what else does it mean to be gay?”-the first
gathering was meant to examine all this.. but it turned
into-an orgy.. and they talked about how it made them
feel...it’s progressed since then...there are gatherings
in europe now and about five sanctuaries in the-USA
where faries live and then hundreds of men from around
the area will come multiple times a year to gather therethere are work=shops,
people teaching eachother
what they know... dyingclothes, healing work,
herbs, techniques for
blowjobs,
whatever-and
talent
shows...some
of them take it really
spiritually, others more
playfully-there are always
drag queens.. but not
the same as you see
in a city-but there are
also actors and writers
and
musicians.-nomad
travellers, in all sorts of
costumes or just walking
around-naked...
MM: yeah,
and
you like to get naked
DOM:yeah, i am naked as
often as i can-i’d love to
live in a city-but for i just
don’t feel comfortable if i
don’t get to walk barefootand go naked from time to

From Dominicvine’s Flickr site
listening to <href=”http://www.erlingwold.com/”>erling time..-i love doing that at these gatherings...-where i can
wold’s</href> opera “Queer” based on William Bur- be really open, do whatever i want-and people just love
rough’s novel and life-and heard Bill Lee ranting about seeing me do it-as i love seeing them do it-it’s like an
wanting to control his lovers so he could get EXACTLY immaginary summer camp for... everyone.-the one in
what he wanted-but because of the little things that Leo Tennessee has lots of girls at it too... that was cool..
does that annoys me-his little hypocracies-his little negligence-compared against the “reasons” i love him-they
are NOTHING-in perspective-he still has more integrity MM:-what’s your most desireable man for sex..
DOM:well, i met a guy when i was 19, living in arizona
than most people
[BLOG EXCERPT:BUTTmagazine Interview] -he’s a private airplane pilot-and would often spend a
“a friend of mine introduced me to it back in 2002 when i night or two in Phoenix with him between his-assignwas in Amsterdam the guys who make it also make a re- ments-i would go up and drink with him, smoke pot and
ally great literary/art magazine called RE- which is one sometimes eat mushrooms-we’d have great sex-and
of the only mags i’ve enjoyed reading cover to cover-but for years afterwards i used him in most of my masturi include BUTT in there too -it’s a fag rag with big fag bational-fantasies-he has really big hands... he was an
sponsoring done to look like a Zine-that always inter- aviation mechanic in the USairforce..he’s got a really
views interesting homosexuals-famous or otherwise-- big body.. taller than me, strong arms and legs,-muscuthe guy who introduced me to it is Famous in Holland-he lar but big belly-really thick fur, and long-thick full beardsays he has trouble being in public coz people stop him my god, just now, thinking about him, i swoon-feeling
and talk and ask for his autograph and stuff-he’s on na- myself falling on my back on the bed, him between my
tional TV a lot there... and works in a theater company- legs--something like that-the game i used to play with
he is a really interesting person-and when he was in my travelling was i would keep travelling-until i met a
NYC last year (where he comes to relax from his hectic man that stopped me-but, like this guy, most of them
life in Holland)-he asked me if i’d do an interview for the were already married... to a man or-woman:-it was
mag--we had lots of trouble with recording devices-so never the right time, i always had to keep moving.--so
we eventually decided on just writing out the interview- over the years i’ve refined a lot of what i Want from a
-because i’m a faster typer and native in english-i took man-and have come up to a crux:-that the men i’m atthe keyboard-and this is what we came up with... the tracted to sexually are limited in satiating other-parts in
edited verison of the interview, however, is availiable in my life-like, these big bear daddies that i just melt in
BUTT #11-along with a series of Photographs i did for front of-i can’t go on hikes with them very often-they’re
Marcel in the photobooths of Zürich and Berne --go to too old-their legs hurt, their backs hurt-they’re tired--and
the web site to find out where you can get a copy of the i can’t talk to them about art and philosohpy and pop
music and-cinema very often-what the fuck do they
mag for yourself www.buttmagazine.com ”
care?-they’re past all that shit--so i need to have the
“apart from Bears-the faeries and the billies are younger sort in my life-and with these older guys-i just
the gay groups i really enjoy most-the faeries started in love them. period.-with the younger ones-they have to
the 70’s by this guy named Harry Hay-who had started a be beautiful-they have to live up to higher credentialssecret society for gay men in the 50’s, i think...in the 70’s
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MPZ Special : Faerie Blog by Dominic Vine

Foto (R.) by Fab.Faerie Fotog Kwai Lam < www.queerarts.com >_Yes! that’s Dominic!
they have to be smart and creative and ... Excellent-but
i always run into the trouble-when i meet these beautiful
young dynamic people-male or female-they want to fuck
me-coz i’m hot, and and i’m smart.. i’m beautiful-and i
just can’t-i’ve tried-i get naked and lay down with them
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and i just don’t get hard-i just kiss them and rub them
and ...i don’t say “sorry” anymore-but they usually give
up after a while-it feels retarted. <http://dominicvine
.livejournal.com/41707.html>
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Queer Amsterdam : www.homomonumentnl/enhome.htm

HOMO
MONUMENT

The Homomonument is a memorial in the center of
Amsterdam. It commemorates all gays and lesbians
who have been subjected to persecution because of
theirhomosexuality. Opened on Sept.5,1987 takes
the form of three large Pink trianges made of pinkgranite, set into the ground so as to form one large
triangle, on the bank of the Keizersgracht canal,
near the historic”Westerkerk” (=West-church). The
Homomonument was designed to “inspire and support
lesbians and gays in their struggle against denial,
oppression and discrimination” It was built as an
initiative in May1979 of the Dutch gay and lesbian
rights movement, with the support of groups from other
countries. The idea of a permanent memorial to gay
and lesbian victims of persecution dated from 1970
when gay activists were arrested for attempting to
place a lavender wreath at the National War Memorial
on Dam Squarein the center of Amsterdam. The
wreath was removed by police and denounced as a
disgrace. The triangular theme is based on the pink
triangle symbol, which was worn (by force & German
law) by gay men imprisoned in the concentration
camps of the German National Socialists (=Nazi) and
was later adopted as a one of the symbols of the gay
empowerment movement.
Although the Homomonument is often described as a
memorial to the gay victims of Nazi persecution, it is

intended to commemorate all gay men and lesbians
who have suffered, and continue to suffer, persecution
in all countries and in all ages.
While the 4th of May is reserved to remember those
who have died, the very same Homomonument serves
as a site for celebrations on Queen’s Day on the 30th
of April and Liberation Day on the 5th of May. On
these days gay men and women gather at that same
war monument to dance, flirt, drink beer and party.
The national anthem is replaced by pop music, live
performances and decked-out drag queens. While
this might seem paradoxical, it is actually in complete
harmony with the monument’s vision, because the
partying and dancing demonstrate that whilst the
present matters, the past has not been forgotten. A war
memorial that only recalls a past laid in stone would
ultimately be worthless. A monument must equally be
grounded in the present and look to the future. Karin
Daan’s design featuring the three triangles perfectly
unifies the three tenses. The Homomonument is
consequently a place for both contemplation and for
celebration. A place to demonstrate that gay men and
women are here to stay and count in society. These
two functions do not conflict but rather complement
one another.
http://www.homomonument.nl/nlhome.htm
and Wikipedia.org
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MPZ Special : Faerie Blog by Hospitality Sweet
Links on his blog:
aqueerexistence@gmail.com
HIV/ Leather Bars/ Erotic Activism/
Permaculture/ Queer communities/
Queer Politics/ community resources/
queer media/ Queer friends/

http://www.aqueerexistence.com
This blog is by
the British Faerie
“Hospitality-Sweet”
whose beautifull BUTT
graced the BUTTPAGE
of the MpZ in the
previous issue. His site
is a personal and yet
activist website- with
wonderful links that can
take you hours to browse
if you really look closely
at the details (such as
the fabulous Fae living
between Telaviv and
NewYork <http://www.
hadassahgross.com/
> sometimes known as
Chai). In this issue’s
Faerie Blog special I have
highlighted some extracts
from his blog and also
included a longer entry
in full- because of its
importance for us all as
faeries, as queers and as
lovers. X Cocopierre
To me,
relationships are all about
radical honesty, by which
I mean not lying to others
and not lying to yourself.
Particularly not lying about
your own needs and
emotional state. I think
this means growing from
a boy into a man, and
expressing your emotion
in a productive way. I’m
looking for a relationship
with a man or men. Many
expressions of love are
closed; I’m looking for a
relationship in which love
is open. I’m not a sex
party fiend, but as gay
men we’re privileged to
take love between men to
a higher level. Most men
can find a camaraderie in
sport, warfare, whatever;
the privilege as gay men

is to express male to male
love in the everyday.”
Jesus has always been
an obsession of mine
- his hot facial hair, his
great outfits, his twelve
bearded buddies and
his compelling moral
philosophy. Richard
Dawkins, another hero
of mine, says “I think we
owe Jesus the honour of
separating his genuinely
original and radical ethics
from the supernatural
nonsense which he
inevitably espoused as
a man of his time” in his
artiests for Jesus <http:
//richarddawkins.net/
article,20,Atheistsfor-Jesus,RichardDawkins>

“ We passed several abandoned huts on the trail. This
one was dripping with moss and fungus. The hut book
listed a few people who’d stayed the night.”

This week an article
I wrote on the nature
of ‘community’ was
published in the Spring
edition of <http:
//www.rfdmag.org/>
“RFD is a read written
journal for gay people
which focuces on
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www.aqueerexistence.com by Hospitality Sweet
country living
and encourages
alternative
lifestyles. We foster
community building
and networking,
explore the diverse
expressions of our
sexuality, care the
the environment,
radical faerie
consciousness,
nature-centred
spirituality,
and share the
experiences of
our lives” - RFD
Magazine, Issue
#129, Spring 2007

“This is picture of me
wearing a dress that
belongs to my dear
friend Noddi.”

[Unfortunately I
havent seen it
!- my Editoress
subscription ran
out and I have no $
these days-Anyone
wanting to “treat”
this Editoress
in Berlin to a
subsription-Please
send your Money
to RFD on my
behalf delivered to
Berlin Germany- xx
Coco]
But what is
community?
And why is it so
important for queer
men? The English
word “community”
comes from the
Latin word “
communitatus”.
“Com” means
together, “Muni” is
said to refer to the
“exchanges that
link” and “tatus”
means intimite or
local. It all seems
so obvious really
- community
is simply the
sum of all those
connections that
binds us together.
Those connections
build social capital,
the benefits
of reciprocity
and a feeling of
belonging. Most of
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www.aqueerexistence.com by Hospitality Sweet

us Radical Faeries come from societies where social capital is on the decline (read “Bowling Alone” by Robert
Putnam”). Especially worth noting is the decline in “bridging capital” where people create bonds with people
who are NOT like them. For me, that is the magic of the Faerie Network - through the common bonds and
blessings of our collective queerness, we meet and share ideas with men whose life experience is radically
different from our own. Circus Performers meet Bankers meet Farmers meet Shrinks. Heart circles and radical
hospitality build acceptance and spiritual growth.
“HospitalitySweet has placed some very interesting links on his blog- some include: Cenetr for Non-violent
communication <http://www.cnvc.org/> or Homo Punk <http://www. homopunk.com/page3/
PAGE3_1_styl.htm> &<http://www. buttmagazine.com/> ENJOY
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Negotiating Safety < excerpt from aqueerexistence >
Today is the Winter
Solstice
in
the
southern hemisphere
- the shortest day
and the longest night.
Today is also the day when
a dear friend of mine found
out that he has become
HIV
positive.
Shock,
disbelief, tears, anger and
despair.As a gay man, HIV
has always been part of
my life. The generation
of gay men before me
were largely wiped out
by a plague that took
lives in their prime and
destroyed a community.
Luckily for me, I was born
at a time where knowledge
of the disease (and how to
avoid it) was established
and
successfully
communicated
to
me
before I became sexually
active. As such I remain
(to date) and intend to
remain for the rest of my
life, HIV negative.
Despite my successful
efforts to keep HIV out of
my body, it continues to be
present in my life - in my
friends, my lovers and my
community.Today, instead
of my usual condom, I am
wearing a crown of shit.

Negotiating Safety - August 14, 2007
http://www.aqueerexistence.com/2007/08/negotiated-safety.html
Hospitality-sweet suggests 2 great info-Links to bookmark:
http://www.theBody.com & http://HIVinsite.ucsf.edu

“Bareback”, or “raw”, sex is intentional or deliberate
unprotected anal intercourse - the conscious rejection
of condoms for fucking. Engaging in bareback sex - as a
top or a bottom - is the the most common way to for gay
men to contract HIV. •The HIV virus is found in semen
(spunk), pre-cum and anal musus (the grease that lines
your ass). Contact between the mucus membranes of
your ass/cock and your partner’s cock/ass is the most
common way to transmit the HIV virus.•Despite the
obvious risks in fucking “raw”, according to an article in
a scientific journal called “AIDS” (see reference below)
Australian HIV negative men are increasingly fucking
without condoms, replacing consistent condom use
with a strategy called “serosorting”.•“Serosorting” is
the practice of selecting other HIV negative men for
unprotected anal sex, on the understanding that if both
partners are HIV negative, both partners are protected.
By replacing consistent condom use with all partners,
with a strategy of barebacking with partners that they
perceive to be ‘seroconcordant’ (the same HIV status),
HIV negative gay men are seemingly making rational
choices to reduce risk of HIV transmission.
However, the article goes on to point out that the practice
of “serosorting” is “highly problematic” - with men trusting
their lives to the honesty of their lovers.•“Honesty” is
commonly equated with “not lying”. But infact, honest

communication is much more complicated that simply
telling the truth. Honesty begins with yourself - a deep
understanding of your emotions, your needs and your
behavior. Being honest with yourself is the foundation of
being honest with your friends and lovers. We may think
that we are honest with others, but most of us are, to
an extent, dishonest with ourselves.•Everyone wants to
trust their lover. However, love can lead us to have false
confidence in our partner’s honesty. People lie. Not only
to eachother, but also to themselves.•“Serosorting” is
a risky practice because it places undue confidence in
our ability to be truthful. Not only in the truth of our HIV
status, but also truth in our ongoing sexual relations.
Question: How can you know “the truth” about your
sexual behavior if the drugs you are taking when you are
having sex alter your perception of reality?•Question:
How can you know “the truth” about whether that guy who
fucked you last night used a condom if you didn’t stop to
check that he put it on, that it stayed on, and that it didn’t
break?•Telling the truth can also be tough if your partner
sometimes has trouble listening to the truth.•Question:
Can you handle the truth about your partner’s sexual
behavior, all the time?•Question: Are you able and
willing to tell the truth about your sexual behavior all the
time?•Question: When someone tells you a truth that
your didn’t want to hear, do you sometimes reject their
truth giving with anger and therefore encourage them to
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not tell you the truth the next time they have something
to say?•Honest communication is vital to reduce the
risk of HIV transmission if you are an HIV negative man
barebacking with your HIV negative primary partner.
If you are in a relationship where communication is
sometimes fraught or angry or dishonest - why not
try reading about or taking a course in Non-violent
communication? (see below for reference).•In order to
help gay men improve the chances of serosorting with
confidence - creating a sexual “playground” that is safe
from the risk of HIV transmission - ALL HIV negative men
who are having unprotected anal intercourse with other
HIV negative men should openly and honesty establish
a “Negotiated Safety” agreement.•If you don’t make an
agreement, you shouldn’t be barebacking in your primary
relationship. Period.•According to an article from The
Journal of Gay and Lesbian Psychotherapy, “there are
five conditions that MUST be met in a Negotiated Safety
Relationship”.•1. The sexual partners are in a on-going
primary relationship.•2. The sexual partners are HIVnegative and aware of eachother’s HIV status.•3. The
sexual partners have reached a clear and unambiguous
agreement about the types of sexual behaviors that will
be practiced within and outside their relationship.•4.
The agreement is that sex outside the relationship is
safe with regard to HIV transmission•5. The agreement
is kept by all partners.•To these five, I would add two
more conditions:•6. If either partner has unprotected
sex outside the relationship (or doesn’t remember
whether the sex was protected because they were too
drunk/high on drugs), they must immediately inform
their primary partner prior to having sex again. Then
they must resume using condoms until subsequent HIV
tests prove that the partner who had unprotected sex
is still negative. This process takes 3 months.•7. The
sexual partners do not take drugs while having sex
outside their primary relationship.•The use of drugs
(marijuana, alcohol, ecstacy, crystal meth) when having
sex reduces our abilty to making sound judgments and
rememeber events accurately. Drug use during sex is
commonly associated with catching HIV - according
to a study published in Sexual Health (see reference
below) 62% of men who seroconvert were taking drugs
during the sexual event where they caught HIV.•The
message is simple - don’t fuck on drugs outside your
primary partnership if you are barebacking in your
primary partnership and plan on staying negative..•In
order to help negative men make safe “negotiated
safety” agreements, Freedoms, a UK based charity,
developed a questionaire that ALL HIV negative gay
men who are considering barebacking in their primary
relationship should undertake.•Do not rush the process.
Take you time. Be honest, and forthright about your
needs, expections and emotions. And if you are having
any trouble agreeing on any of the issues, take the time
to see a sexual health advisor as a couple.
THE AGREEMENT QUESTIONNARIE: PART ONE
|•About Us: What sort of couple are we?
If you and
your partner are thinking about making an agreement
not to use condoms in your relationship, the following
questions will help you to work out how well you really
know each other:
•
How would you describe your
relationship?
•
In what areas of your lives do either of
you have an advantage over the other?
•
What has been your past experience of
making agreements with eachother?
•
How do you usually talk to each other
about important things or uncomfortable situations?
•
What do you know about eachother’s
HIV status, drug-taking, and sexual history?
•
How well informed are you about
sexually transmitted infections (STIs) like gonorrhea,
herpes, hepatitis, or HIV?
Write a statement together beginning: “We are a
couple who.....”

THE AGREEMENT QUESTIONNARIE: PART TWO
Our Expectations: What do we want from each other?
•
Under what circumstances would you
consider allowing your partner to have sex with other
people in the future?
•
What risks are your prepared to take
when you have sex with other people?
•
What risks do you accept that your
partner is allowed to take ? Under what circumstances
will you use condoms with other sex partners in the
future?
•
What will you tell each other about sex
outside the relationship?
•
How confident are you that you could
tell you partner that something has happened that may
have exposed you to HIV or other sexually transmitted
infections?
Write a statement together beginning: “We want.....”
THE AGREEMENT QUESTIONNARIE:PART THREE
Practical Steps: How will it work?
If you and your partner are making an agreement
not to use condoms in your relationship, there are
some practical things you need to agree on. And it’s
better if you don’t just assume that you will agree with
eachother. You need to be explicit. Say it out loud to
eachother, or write it down if that makes it clearer to
both of you.
•
Depending on the level of risk you
both accept, you will need to consider how often you
have HIV tests in the future. Do you both agree with
eachother?
•
If either of your has sex outside the
relationship, you will need to have regular checkups for
sexually transmitted infections. Do you both agree with
eachother?
•
Any agreement you make will
increase the need to talk openly about sex and your
relationship. Do you both agree with eachother?
Write a statement together beginning: “We will.....”
THE AGREEMENT QUESTIONNARIE: PART FOUR
What will we do if things go wrong?
Sometimes people do things they didn’t plan. So
despite your committment to the agreement you are
making now, it’s possible that in the future you or
your partner will have to disclose something that’s
embarassing or difficult to talk about.
The following questions will help you both be prepared
for that eventuality and make it easier for you to admit
mistakes.
•
How will you tell your partner if you
broke the agreement?
•
How would you respond if your partner
told you he had done something which broke the
agreement?
•
How would you tell your partner if
a condom broke while you were having sex with
someone else?
•
Relationships change over time, so
it’s realistic to expect that you will need to consider
changing your agreement in the future. If you agree
to do that together when the time comes, you’re less
likely to break the first agreement or to feel that your
trust has been betrayed. Setting a time at some point
in the future to review your agreement is a good way
to make sure it remains a workable agreement. Do you
agree?
Write two statements together, one beginning “If we
have any slip-ups we will....” and second one beginning
“We will review our agreement....”
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Hiv/AIDS Recent info WWW Surfing Online
German
AIDS
researchers
have
discovered a protein
common
in
semen
that
boosts
the
infectious
potential
of
HIV
100,000-fold
- a remarkable finding that
may show how the virus
can spread through sexual
contact and also suggests
new strategies to stop the
epidemic. If scientists can find
a drug or chemical that blocks
these
infection-promoting
proteins, it would go a long
way toward development of a
microbicide, a vaginal cream
or gel that could protect
sex partners against AIDS.
What is catching scientists’
attention is the 100,000-fold
increase. “I was so surprised
that I did not believe the
numbers,” said Dr. Frank
Kirchhoff, leader of the
University of Ulm laboratory
that found the protein. “But we
did the experiment multiple
times, and the results were
always the same.”MORE:
<http://www.sfgate.com/cgibin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2007/
12/14/MNI8TQDEI.DTL>
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Reducing
the
use of
poppers in
serodiscordant
unprotected
sexual
encounters should be
an objective of gay
men’s HIV prevention
campaigns, according to
UK investigators in an article
published in the online edition
of
Sexually
Transmitted
Infections.
Researchers
found that gay men who
inhaled
poppers
during
unprotected anal intercourse
had a significantly increased
risk of being infected with
HIV. The investigators think
there are two reasons why
poppers are implicated in
HIV transmission. Firstly,
they facilitate longer and
‘rougher’ sexual intercourse;
and
secondly,
poppers
could increase biological
susceptibility to infection,
either by suppressing immune
function or increasing uptake
of body fluids.
Unsurprisingly, men who
had unprotected receptive
anal sex and those who
received ejaculate, had an
increased risk of acquiring
HIV. But the researchers
also found that unprotected
insertive anal sex, a practice
that many men believe to
be ‘low risk’ for HIV, in fact
involved an increased risk
of seroconversion. MORE:

<http://www.aidsmap.org/en/
news/29F5A4E1-B351-4098AE10-09DC6B3BAE5D.asp>
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
In
a
nine-country
survey released today,
more than 40 percent
of
respondents
did
not understand that
AIDS is always a fatal
disease....“The
strength
of the survey lies in its
exclusive focus on issues
related to AIDS, its span of
nine countries and the fact
that it poses frank, specific
questions at a time when we
need frank, specific answers
to increase the effectiveness
of our global response to
the epidemic,” ...While most
respondents believed that
AIDS is always a fatal illness,
many wrongly believed that
a cure for HIV infection is
available. For instance, 59
percent of Indians believed
that a cure is available. In
France, older adults were
more likely than younger
people to believe that the
disease is curable. In the US,
African-Americans were more
likely than whites to think
there is a cure...Many people
also harbor misconceptions
about the availability of AIDS
treatments, according to the
survey. Almost 50 percent
of respondents believed that
most HIV-infected patients
were receiving treatment,
when in reality the figure
is closer to 1 in 5, based
on 2006 data....However,
education seems to help:
in the UK, people with a
higher education were more
likely than those lacking a
college degree to believe
that most people with
HIV go untreated.MORE:
<http://www.reuters.com/
article/healthNews/
idUSCOL34913920071113>
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••Superinfection
has
been reported in over 20
HIV-positive individuals
around the world. These
cases show that infection
with one strain of HIV
does not always provide a
protective immune response
against the acquisition of
a second strain. This has
important implications for
HIV vaccine development
as most other viruses for
which vaccines exist provide
protective immunity against
subsequent infection.
It is still unclear how often
HIV superinfection occurs,
with
studies
providing

contradictory
findings
regarding incidence. Nearly
all the cases of superinfection
reported to date involve
individuals recently infected
with HIV, but there has
been a reported case of
superinfection in a chronicallyinfected patient, meaning
that it is uncertain if the risk
of superinfection is restricted
to the few years after primary
HIV infection. MORE: <http:
//www.aidsmap.org/en/news/
0A2C7313-7D18-4DD78DF7-5E19A2B2D728.asp>
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sexually
transmitted
infections
(STIs)
– including syphilis,
gonorrhoea,
LGV
and hepatitis C – are
dispropor tionately
affecting HIV-positive
gay men, according to
a review of STIs amongst
gay men in Western Europe
published in the October 2007
edition of the journal Sexually
Transmitted Diseases. The
authors conclude that this
not only highlights the need
to routinely test HIV-positive
gay men for STIs and
hepatitis C, but also suggests
that changes in STI incidence
may no longer reflect
corresponding changes in
HIV incidence amongst gay
men as a whole. Since 1996,
when the era of effective
antiretroviral therapy began,
the number of diagnosed
HIV-positive gay men who
are well and sexually active
has increased substantially.
In order to understand trends
in HIV prevalence and STIs
amongst HIV-positive gay
men in Western Europe,
researchers from London
undertook a review of
published reports between
1996 and 2006. They focused
on 12 countries (Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom) and four STIs
in particular: gonorrhoea,
syphilis, lymphogranuloma
venereum
(LGV),
and
sexually transmitted hepatitis
C. They picked these STIs
due to their epidemiologic
synergies with HIV, their
historical use as markers of
high-risk sex and their recent
(re-) emergence among
gay men.
MORE: <http:
//www.aidsmap.org/en/news/
C58856D9-97C9-4222ACB2-AFD121F08E74.asp>
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FOLLETERRE Notations Composed & compiled by BeeBalm

A Faerie Vision...
Dear Wonder-full Unique
Beautiful Faeries,

A friend advised me today a president should offer some
vision. Good advice, but my conviction is that no one of
us—and least of all me—has a vision wide enough and
rich enough to include all we might be. “Hivernation”
meditations taught me that each and every one of us
is not only important, but vital. Noone of us has all
the answers. Collectively we are stronger than when
fragmented. When ‘problems’ and difficulties arise
between us, here is the opportunity for real communitybuilding to start.
For me the beauty is not just contained in the
construction and maintenance of a Sanctuary that has
buildings and land. It is in the process that each of us
carries in his/her heart—in the hurting and the healing
that we do; the respect we offer each other despite
difference and disagreement; the peace we make; the
similarities we find in our shared awe in nature. It is in
the magic of our sacred heart circles.
We lost our Treasurer already (a victim of Love) so we
thank BonneSoiree for his good intention, and rejoice in
his finding his lover! We need a new one, who should be
prepared to serve for 2 years at least. Our finances are
presently that we have just reached the point at which
10,000 euros are saved to be able to pay the mortgage
and other essentials like insurances for one year.
This was voted for at Great Circle 2006. We do not
yet have sufficient monthly payments towards the
mortgage, despite some high individual contributions.
But the situation is better than the low point last summer.
It is still our desire to see this as a collective effort of the
many, not the role of a few. Each of us retains as much
“ownership” in the idea of Folleterre as each other—
richer or poorer. 10 euros each per month would do it.
PayPal is the easy way to donate internationally- just
visit www.folleterre.org to make your monthly pledge.
We need a sense of movement forward—of achieving
things, of organic growth and transformation. The great
pleasure in achievement when the solar panels went up
last year was so uplifting. Those of us present will never
forget the sight of Dee fitting them on the roof wearing
a little dress. We can be as flexible as possible in
trying to release money for projects, while maintaining
the responsibility with which we were entrusted, and
being bound by the decisions of the membership at
Great Circle. We can’t spend money that is not there.
The Stewards’ Circle meets 3rd May during Beltane
Gathering, taking a decision around this on behalf of all
members. I feel it is important that the specific nature of
each gathering and its individual energy is respected.
One Gathering should not try to bind the next one with

what it cannot itself accomplish. We
still are looking for a co-ordinator for fundraising and
one for projects. So let us take the energy we have and
the money available at any one time and go organically
with it. I had been talking with fairies about me donating
money specifically to build a sauna—and Dee has
posted online he would pay for a solution to water
supply he has proposed. My feeling is that we should
submit these proposals to the Stewards’ Circle to accept
or not. I can see how pressure might be felt to accept a
sauna the way I want to build one as the finance would
be coming from me. Just as our donations do not buy us
shares in our Sanctuary, we need to go
with the will and wisdom of the Community. Some of us
said farewell on 28 February to our brother Plunkett who
died aged 46 alone in his London flat. The existence
of safe places to be were supremely important to him
and helped him during his hard struggles in this life. His
ashes will be taken to Laurieston Hall Community, S.W.
Scotland.
“You will love again the stranger who was yourself.
Give wine, give bread, give back your heart itself to the
stranger who has loved you. Feast on your life.” Derek
Walcott, ‘Love after Love’ Let us remember—we are
still in very early days—for most organisations the most
significant achievement in the first few years is survival.
I am deliberately not going into details about projects
for this year in view of what I have written above. I am
starting to grow excited about what the year may bring.
Spring is upon us, so take those winter clothes of your
hearts and open up to joy, creativity, fellowship. If you
were thinking about not coming to Folleterre this year,
please think again. We all need YOU. Think of walking
back to the farmhouse naked in the woods in dappled
sunshine hand-in-hand with another, the breeze on your
skin, the perfume of flowers in your hair…the prospect
of old friends and new faces, with all the mystery gifts
they have to bring, waiting for you.
Notre Dame des Arbres
Planter un arbre c’est un acte de foi en la terre Un acte
d’espérance en l’avenir Un acte de charité envers les
générations futures, Qui jouiront de ses fruits alors que
nous ne serons plus
Junis invites faeries to donate for our fruit orchard; one
tree is €30.
Contact Junis at ervankoolwijk@kpnplanet.nl for
details.
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FOLLETERRE Notations Composed & compiled by BeeBalm partII

ZEN AND THE NOBLE ART OF COMPOST MAKING
Almost everybody visiting Folleterre will most likely
wonder what the purpose is of that big box made from
logs, located under one of the old apple trees. It was
built in the first Folleterre days by Mike (SugarFree) to
hold organic material and green kitchen leftovers from
which we had all hoped that one day we would harvest
that black gold that is known as COMPOST.
What happened? Due to well-meant, varied
contributions it now serves more as “Pandora’s Disaster
Box.” The curious passer-by who has the courage to
lift its cover will explosively step back, overwhelmed
by an pungent odor of rotting material, caused by
food leftovers mixed with organic matter...and when a
compost heap smells, you know that there is definitely
something wrong. To understand what went wrong and
to have you enjoy the harvest of future compost, some
more practical information is indispensable. Building a
“decomposing castle” is something like baking bread;
all the ingredients in the right quantities come together,
carefully handled and kneaded with personal attention
and energy in a warm kitchen. For the best result only
the best ingredients are used. Rule number one: no
food leftovers, it will turn moldy and rot, attracting wild
mammals and rodents. Then the most important one:
everything that is brought to the heap should not be
bigger than a hand! It’s that simple! is variety. All kinds
of organic matter is useful, from torn-up egg boxes to
coffee drab, from egg shells and everything left over
from cleaning vegetables, fruit peels, etc. So preferably
never one layer of any particular organic material only!
The trick is to create an airy, varied mixture, even little
tiny branches that will decompose slower will keep
openings, through which gas and water can escape
and oxygen can come in. The nettles which are hand
mowed several times a year are kept separately, to
be added in smaller quantities during the season.
Otherwise they will form a suffocating blanket that will
noticeably slow the whole process. For the bacteria and
micro-organism who mainly take care of the process
of decomposing organic matter, most important are
elements like oxygen, water and nitrogen. Therefore

the heap should be airy, humid (not soaked) and large/
high enough so that it will generate sufficient heat to
create a pleasant environment for all micro-life, where
it easily survives and can multiply, speeding up the
decomposing process.
Finally, for those amongst you who want to know more
about setting up a smoothness functioning compost
heap, here is how: Starting with the measurements ;
a little one can be 1 meter wide and 2 meter long and
about 90 to 120 cm high. Boxed in or within a framework
of wire. The first layer should have a direct connection
with the soil underneath, so dig it in about 15 cm. This
layer of divers organic matter 20 to 25 cm thick is than
covered with a finger-thick covering of garden soil (this
provides the necessary microorganisms which are
going to do all he work). To gear up the process it’s
good to sprinkle a little bit of lime on top of it, before we
add another 20 cm or so. A few garden fork’s of manure
is also fine, but better not both! That’s basically the
whole story, after the pile has been built up to one meter
or so it should be covered with a thin layer of garden
soil/mowed grass or anything that will keep everything
moist, and ready to bake.
Sometimes the whole heap should be tilted when
the process stagnates due to a lack of oxygen. After
one season collecting and pile building, maybe until
October, the whole process can be ready and turned
into beautiful compost next spring, ready to be used!
WATER MANAGEMENT, RENOVATION JOBS AND
PRIORITIES
To spark of new activities around Folleterre after the
winter, the plan came up to organize a long working
weekend around Easter to replace the woodworm
infested floor in the friendship room. A project that has
been waiting to be launched off since the steward circle
in the fall of 2005 voted for it’s approval. Apart from the
fact that there is not a long line volunteers jumping up
and down, eager to tackle the job, there is most likely
not enough cash flow available to pay for the costs.
Estimates run from 1500 to 2000 euro’s. It looks as if we
need more time and newly generated energy to prepare
and form a more motivated labour team. At the same
time the “what is a priority” question came up again. As
you maybe know there are
many. Just to mention a few: indoor shower and toilet
facilities, connected to a, by european law, fabricated
septic tank, window sill replacements, kitchen floor
insulation, roof insulation, freshening up the outdoor
cement walls of the whole building, and last but not
least, safe-guarding a steady water supply. For this
last project Dee wrote down a proposal to the steward
circle. Presented as a pilot proj ct proceeding a more
permanent solution in the future, he is proposing to
collect filtered water from the hill side source in 2 big
plastic water tanks to be transported to the kitchen as
well a an outdoor faucet. In case of water shortage the
2 other sources down hill located will be used. (solar
powered pump) A simple solution, considering the
previous one with 10 (!) water tanks. The costs are
probably less than hiring a source expert who will most
likely just come up with a report on paper, leaving us
another year with possible shortage. The materials with
an estimate total value of € 575,- are donated by Dee
as his yearly steward pledge. Great summer project,
together with the other house renovation jobs. That
is, after steward circle approval during the Beltane
gathering.
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Folleterre BELTANE 2007 Gathering

[ NOTE: Sorry– No texts
or descriptions of this
gatherette/Gathering were
sent to the Newsletter for
sharing with the faeriecommunity. ] -Cocopierre
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Folleterre BELTANE 2007 Gathering

[ NOTE: Sorry– No texts
or descriptions of this
gatherette/Gathering were
sent to the Newsletter for
sharing with the faeriecommunity. ] -Cocopierre
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FOLLETERRE pre-Summer/ Somer/Été 2007 pre-GATHERETTE
[ NOTE: Sorry– No texts or descriptions of this
gatherette/Gathering were sent to the Newsletter for
sharing with the faerie-community. No ‘comprehensive’
foto selection was sent to MpZ ] -Cocopierre
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FOLLETERRE Summer/ Somer/Été 2007 GATHERING
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PREVIOUS Gatherette Summer 2007 Greece
The Greek gathering was sweet. There were only five people as some people dropped out the last
minute. It was very beach bum oriented. We did a couple of faerie circles and a couple of rituals, but
mostly hung out on the beach and at the delicious restaurant next to the beach. The beach itself was pretty
gorgeous with rocky and sandy areas, ancient twisted low growing cedars, dunes and cliffs above. It is a free
camping area and people over the years have created wonderful little foyers under the cedars made out of
driftwood and piled rocks and other found materials. These are not reserved for anyone in particular and if you
find one empty you are lucky as it is yours for the duration of your stay. They frequently include kitchen items
and fishing tools. Some actually include found material sculptures (some quite beautiful). I only have pictures
of us sitting on the beach or of the nature so I’ll send you a couple. Sebastian and I took a great series with his
camera on our mudbathing outing. The mud was right at the edge of the surf at one point. –Efthimios

GAVDOS GATHERING 2007
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PREVIOUS Gatherette Summer 2007 Greece

Samothraki, beautiful green island. Sanctuary of the great
gods. The holy place of the Chtonic rites. The rites of the
earth. The magic of the soil. The source of life, abundance
and release.
We gather to celebrate the full moon in your forests.
We gather to explore the origins of the mystical and the
healing powers of nature. As Hesiod once said:First Chaos
came to be, but next the wide-bosomed Earth, the eversure foundations of all the deathless ones who hold the
peaks of snowy Olympus, and dim Tartarus in the depth of
the wide-pathed Earth.
Then Eros (Love) fairest among the deathless gods, who
unnerves the limbs and overcomes the mind and wise
counsels of all gods and all men.Next came forth Erebus
the darkness and Nyx the black Night. Of the Night were
born the Aether and the Day, whom she conceived and
bare from her loving union with Erebus.
Earth bare the starry Heaven, equal to herself, to cover
her on every side, and to be an ever-sure abiding-place
for the blessed gods. She brought forth long Hills, and the
graceful haunts of the nymphs, who dwell amongst the
glens.
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BERLIN CIRCLE Straßenfest2007
This year’s Gay-Lesbian Berlin Streetfestival’s EUROFAERIES
booth was wonderfully supported by ButchBuddha/ ClaraSoft/
JackieMonroe/ Ollie and Cocopierre (*much thanks to EinlandesWasser for helping with the Stand-rental)
The faerie team had visitations from Eckie/ Joachim/ Roland/
Nurse and many others

SPECIAL NOTE* BERLIN CIRCLE Planning Summer2008*Wansee Gathering
The Berlin Circle is planning a 10 day Summer 2008 gathering in Berlin Suburbs by the lake (Wansee)
30.August–7.Sept.2008 45min from Central Berlin on local trains. Swimming, Grilling & nature walks. Tenting, boating & Heart Circles! Reconaisance visits made by ButchBuddha/ Cocopierre/ Quadrophenia & Eckie.

New Book : NYC(usa) Circle www.lucgeorges.com

A friend of <bEaT> has created a new book about the NYC circle-here:aActivists Puck & Rosie [woof!woof!]
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ASIAN FÆRIES INVITE YOU TO THAILAND Thurs.17–Sun.27JAN.2008
The Asian Faeries invite you to the 2008 Gathering
A Call to Gather in Thailand
Queer folk
& Gay men
from around
the world will
converge on the
magical island
of Ko Yao Yai
near Phuket,
Thailand. Last
year’s gathering
found 35 men
beaming into
our island
paradise from
the US, Middle
East, Europe
and all over
Asia. This year
we are again
expecting a
big turnout
as those who
attended from
2004 to 2007
spread the word
throughout Asia
and the world.
So please plan
ahead and register early as space is limited.

for delicious photos
from past gatherings.
www.asianfaeries.com

This is a non-profit
event supported by
the Dutch foundation
in Amsterdam called
‘Eurofaerie’ ( www.
eurofaerie. EU ) and
organized locally by
a diverse group of
guys living in Thailand,
Malaysia, Estonia and
the US. The idea is for
gay men from all over
the world to meet in
a quiet and beautiful
natural setting and get
to know each other
and ourselves better.
We will have morning
group talks, nature
walks, swimming,
snorkeling and maybe
even a cross-cultural
romance or two. We
improvise our activities
as we go along through
the week, but please
While some will gather in Bangkok before and after the
also plan on a talent
gathering, there are no formal events scheduled at this
show, fund-raising
time. The gathering itself will be 10 days long covering two
auction,
and making
weekends and the week in between. Please plan to be with
lots of new friends.
us for the entire length of the gathering if at all possible.

CALL

The gathering site will be the same as in previous years, the
remote and undeveloped island of Ko Yao Yai, at the beach
front resorts owned by Ae and Muneeb. We look forward to
another fabulous 10 day adventure of fun and self discovery.
Look up the island on Google Earth or visit our website
We have been meeting like this in the USA for 25 years, in Europe for 11 years and this will be our fourth meeting
in Asia. We REALLY hope to get more Asian guys involved, so please spread the word. We will have a new sliding
scale gathering fee system this year that will allow all to attend at the level they can afford. For now we are not
planning to offer any full scholarships to the gathering, but if attendance is high enough we may be able to offer some
travel scholarships for men wanting to attend from developing countries in the region: Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos,
Cambodia, etc. If you have financial concerns yet really want to attend, please be in touch and we will try to help you
come to the gathering.

registration> http://www.asianfaeries.com/registration.htm

WWW.ASIANFAERIES.COM Tropical.gathering.2008@Gmail.com
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PREVIOUS Gathering CALL January 2007 Thailand

The Asian Faeries gathered earlier this year
A Call to Gather in Thailand/ Thursday, 25 January to Sunday, 4 February 2007

Gay men from around the world will converge on the magical island of Ko Yao Yai near Phuket, Thailand. Last year›s gathering found 35
men beaming into our island paradise from the US, Middle East, Europe and all over Asia. This year we are again expecting a big turnout
as those who attended from 2004 to 2006 spread the word throughout Asia and the world. So please plan ahead and register early as
space is limited.
While some will gather in Bangkok before and after the gathering, there are no formal events scheduled at this time. The gathering itself
will be 10 days long covering two weekends and the week in between. Please plan to be with us for the entire length of the gathering if at
all possible.
The gathering site will be the same as in previous years, the remote and undeveloped island of Ko Yao Yai, at the beach front resorts
owned by Ae and Muneeb. We look forward to another fabulous 10 day adventure of fun and self discovery. Look up the island on Google
Earth or visit our website for delicious photos from past gatherings....
This is a non-profit event supported by the Dutch foundation in Amsterdam called ‹Eurofaerie› ( www.eurofaerie.EU ) and organized
locally by a diverse group of guys living in Thailand, Malaysia, Estonia and the US. The idea is for gay men from all over the world to
meet in a quiet and beautiful natural setting and get to know each other and ourselves better. We will have morning group talks, nature
walks, swimming, snorkeling and maybe even a cross-cultural romance or two. We improvise our activities as we go along through the
week, but please also plan on a talent show, fund-raising auction, and making lots of new friends.
We have been meeting like
this in the USA for 25 years, in
Europe for 11 years and this will
be our fourth meeting in Asia.
We REALLY hope to get more
Asian guys involved, so please
spread the word.
We will have a new sliding scale
gathering fee system this year
that will allow all to attend at
the level they can afford. For
now we are not planning to
offer any full scholarships to the
gathering, but if attendance is
high enough we may be able to
offer some travel scholarships
for men wanting to attend from
developing countries in the
region: Vietnam, Myanmar,
Laos, Cambodia, etc
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Text (and foto) by
FLAME

Imagine a

tropical island
An hour off-shore
from the strip
Expanses of wide
open beach
Primitive double-bed
bungalows beneath
palm trees
White, brown and
yellow
Mixing sharing
touching loving
healing
Simple and exquisite
food from the
smiling family
Heart circles
beneath the opensided beach hut
The flow measured
only by the ferry›s
erractic schedule
Tiny coral islands
reached by
I’m an old American faerie
songthaw
Text by BeanpoleRecovering from
I admit it: I’m an old American faerie. At 43 I’ve been
tsunami devastation
to gatherings all over the US but when I heard that the
Riding 3-up sandwiched between Thai
Asian Faerie gathering was occurring while I happened
manhood
to be in SE Asia, I signed on. I had reservations about it
Playing in the turquise water
being a hook-up gathering: every white guy gets a Thai
guy – those sorts of rumors. Bangkok seemed like a
Bouncing over the waves to Koh Pi Pi
better place for that, but I went in spite of the rumors.
Snorkelling amongst the universe of fish
Releasing stories and patterns to the full
As you’d expect with a gathering that was about 60%
westerners, it had a similar flavor to most gatherings:
moon
Honouring ourselves on the beach by night the usual fare: rituals, heart circles, altars, drag, etc.,
but with multinational twists and vacation style group
Reversing understandings of culture
outings to islands and beaches. Heart Circle felt like a
Revealing our masculine and feminine
United Nations General Assembly with translators and
sarongs…oh, and cell phones.
Connecting to our inner selves amidst
natural wonders
The greatness of the gathering was in my interactions
Changing, growing, living
with guys from other countries – which seemed more
Listening, holding, being
Western than Eastern – I think because of language
barriers. With few exceptions the Thai men came for
Imagine a tropical island Heaven
brief stays and had limited English skills. My limited Thai
simply couldn’t do much more than say, “hello, thank
you” and “stop, that tickles.” The Thai guys had jobs to
return to and so just as I would get to know them, they
would be off on the boat never to be seen again.

Understandably the Asian men must have had some
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level of fear about entering
a sub-culture they knew
little about, populated
with Westerners in a
foreign language. It was
very brave of them and
we
Westerners
were
very welcoming of them.
Personally, I found it a little
hard to access the Thai
guys with my limited Thai.
The notion of the gathering
being a hookup for Thai/
Western men was simply
not true. One guy ran
screaming because it was
not! Although the couplings
that occurred were indeed
nearly all between Eastern
and Western men – my
experience was that it was
the least romantic and
sexy gathering I’ve ever
been on. Speaking Thai
is the key to connection
and so we Westerners just
kind of danced around the
fire smiling and nodding
and resorted back to our
native tongues hoping
the Thai men would have
some English. Only one
European man spoke
Thai.
There was almost no nudity
– Thai culture forbids this
and when we went on a
remote beach excursion –
the Thai men opted out or
kept their distance. It kind
of took the free-spirited
fun of being naked out of
the experience and left me
feeling like I had trampled
their culture.
The gathering bore its
fruits in heart circle, the
quiet conversations in
the afternoon heat by the
beach, the adventures we
went on together, and the
bonds I made with folks
from Estonia, Malaysia,
Britain and one American
ex-pat.
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Buttpage Interview : PIXIE interviews ^bEaT^ of the ~dark river~

*

*
*

...Fantastic!
The faerie
friendships,
community,
rituals,
drum
circles &
experience
I had (in
London)
were
priceless. I
will carry
them with
me forever
...

*

I think I
have more
faerie
friends
in the
UK than
anywhere.
Thank you
UK faeries
for holding
me in your
circle &
forever
blessed be!
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Buttpage Interview : PIXIE interviews ^bEaT^ of the ~dark river~

How did u originally
get involved with the
faerie movement?

I think I’ve been a faerie
for all of my past, present
and future lives. However,
during this existing life I
met my first ‘in the flesh’
faeries in New York.
After living in NY for over
a decade, I had always
dabbled around some
clubs which had quite a
faerie’ish element to them,
such as ‘Squeezebox’,
‘Click and Drag’, ‘High Life,
Low Life’ and ‘Cabaret
Magique’ which included
faerie performers such
has Justin Bond, John
Cameron Mitchell, Scissor
Sisters, Deborah Harry,
etc. One day I snatched
up a flyer to go to a club in
Brooklyn called the ‘Never
Never Party’.
It was
collaborated by a group
of faeries - Pumpkin, Sera
‘B’ Penumbra, Stephen
Kent Jusick (a filmmaker
who would project super 8
vintage porn on the walls)
and DJ Econ. A whole
gaggle of faeries would
come out for this ‘one off’
night and it was one of the
few clubs in NY which I
^bEaT^ of the ~dark river~
actually could get away
and Pixie in London
with dancing naked. One
night I go-go danced tribe. No turning back now!
naked painted head to toe
in blue.
When did you first get involved with The
Euro-faeries?
Faerie
boy
Sunbeam
suggested I go to a After the ‘short’ (3 day) experience at Short Mountain I
gathering
at
Short just could not get enough. Gimme more, yes please!
Mountain in Tennessee So I searched the internet for the next gathering
for Beltane. I thought it anywhere? I found a gathering in Oregon called
was going to some wild ‘Breitenbush’, so I registered and bought a plane ticket.
sexy party in the woods, a About 3 weeks before I was supposed to go there, I
‘backwoods discotheque’ stumbled upon the Eurofaerie website. Having lived
if you will, and it was! and traveled so much of my life in Europe I was so
However, it was much excited to hear about faeries in Europe. I quickly called
more than just a party. the airline and spontaneously changed my ticket from
It was a life changing Oregon to Amsterdam!
and spiritual awakening
experience for me. On Tell us about your baptism at Terschelling?
arrival I was greeted
with the words ‘Welcome I arrived in Holland and made my way to the ferry boat
Home’. I danced all night to go the island. I was alone and did not know any of
on Beltane eve around the the Eurofaeries. On the faerie boat from the other side
fire to the sounds of the I noticed a very tall Dutch guy with two others. After
drummers. And my life we exchanged a few smiles and sweet eye glances, I
has never been the same right away knew they were faeries and within minutes
since I’ve experienced that we made contact – those sweeties were DeeTale
communal
acceptance (DeeTour), Jackie Monroe and Minne. Immediately
and magic energy. At that upon arrival at De Wierschuur I dropped my bag and
moment I had found my Dee guided me straight barefoot into the Wandenzee.

I...knew they were
faeries...those
sweeties
were DeeTale,
JackieMonroe &
Minnie

I loved the sensation I
was getting on my feet as
we waded far out in the
water further and further
as the house got tiny tiny
tiny’er…………..
Later on in the week about
10 naked faeries went out
into the Wadenzee again.
We covered our bodies in
seaweed and sea soil. At
the time I did not have a
faerie name and Efthimios
suddenly said who will be
‘baptized’ as a Eurofaerie
in the Wadenzee? Two
other faeries and myself
came forward. We were
asked to go under the
water and come up out with
our ‘new’ faerie names.
First faerie went under
and came up ‘Lone Wolf’,
second faerie came up
‘Nurse Apollonia’ and then
I came up as ~darkriver~.
Then we proceeded to rub
the sea mud up all over
each other’s bodies….very
sexy, slippery and fishy!!!
What does yo
faerie name mean/
represent?
I have Scottish ancestors
and they named me
Douglas
(Dubhghlas),
a Scots Gaelic name
meaning
~darkriver~
and ^bEaT^ is my second
faerie name based on my
passion for drumming.
Thus, ^bEaT^ of the
~darkriver~ is my name.
How different
is the Eurofaerie experience
to the radical-faerie
experience?
At first I was attracted to
the Eurofaeries because
I enjoyed the diversity
of the group....and I was
bored with America. With
the many languages and
cultures I used to see
differences, but the more
and more I travel and met
faeries I saw less and less
differences. It feels now
like the movement of the
faeries is heading towards
more of a ‘global faeries’ or
‘intergalactic faeries’.
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Do u miss London and the faerie friends u
made there?
Yes, I do, something terrible! The UK had its ups
and downs for me, but for the most part it was
fantastic! The faerie friendships, community, rituals,
drum circles and experiences I had while I was there
were priceless. I will carry them with me forever. I
think I have more faerie friends in the UK than
anywhere. Thank you UK faeries for holding me in
your circle and forever blessed be!

*

*
*
*
*
*

I went to the UK to become ‘civil partnered’ with
another faerie whom I met at Featherstone Castle. I
can only speak for myself, but at the beginning of that
relationship I was madly and passionately in love with
him. Things happened very quickly and soon I was
packing it up from New York and moving to London
to start a new life. Sadly, the relationship has run it
has course and gone a bit messy and at the moment

I was attracted
to the
Eurofaeries
because I
enjoyed the
diversity of the
group...

*

*

I feel...faeries...
heading towards
more of a GLOBAL
or interGALACTIC
faeries
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we have irreconcilable
differences and are in a
divorce. That’s all I want
to say about that, but I do
wish him to find happiness
in the end, sincerely.

I would be going, but I did know I would be leaving the
UK. Through ritual and intention I asked Spirit to guide
me. I had no idea it would be Thailand, but this is the
door that opened for me and I have gone with the flow
of that energy.

If I listen to Spirit it will
guide me, as it has always
done. Being in Bangkok
now is just another place
in the journey.

Habibi has been very kind to me and offered me an You have a very nice
incredible opportunity. I love music with a passion.
ass. Do you like to
What’s so special
Spirit has told me to follow my drum. I am honored to
show it off?
about the UK
have this opportunity work with other musicians from
faeries?
around the world.
Yeah, it’s good fun!
Anywhere and everywhere
Oh where do I begin? I
How does the social life in Thailand
possible! Just ask me and
made so many magic
compare to that in UK and in NYC?
I’ll show you….
connections with the UK
faeries. I love the pagan
energy I get from the land Well, I am still learning this one. It is very different
How do you feel
in the UK, for example, than London and NY and not as alternative. Bangkok
about the Thailand
in Cornwall you really ’appears’ very mainstream for gay life, no S & M scene
laws about nudity?
feel the faeries, pixies here, very tame. However, I am beginning to find some
everywhere you turn, it’s
I am finding that a bit
magical!
I sense that
frustrating to adjust to as I
energy in the faeries of the
am someone who loves to
UK. I seemed to fit in to all
get naked. The Thai’s are
that. So many encounters
very shy when it comes
and relations built in such
to public nudity, unlike in
a short time. The UK will
Europe or the US. No
always be a special home
nude
beaches
either.
to me!
They have ‘naked nights’
at some of the saunas, but
You gained a bit
most will walk around with
of a reputation in
their hands cupped around
the London clubs
their cocks, so I don’t get
as an exhibitionist.
the point of it all. But they
Do you feel this is
are not so shy if you get
a fair reflection of
them into a dark place!
yourself?
What is your faerie
Yes, it is probably true. I
vision of the future?
do like to have fun and
get freaky and London is a
To
me
the
faeries
good place to do it!
are
ultimately
about
‘respect’ for each other,
‘bits’ to stimulate me. I’ve met some lady boys and openness to the ‘new’,
Do you have a
an alternative London dj recently moved here and we healing, joy, creativity
favourite outfit or a
specific ^bEaT^ look have been collaborating to create some ‘one off’ nights and communicating from
in clubs together drumming and djing with some queer the heart. I envision
for the clubs?
performances. I am still making new friends, so in time queer folks of all genders
Black fishnet stockings and with ‘good company’ I am hopeful it will improve. I and sexualities coming
together from all walks
(just covering the legs, do like it here!
of life, globally! We are
thigh high) and as little
else worn as I can get I am also searching for drummers in Bangkok and would drawn to each other by our
faerie nature to connect to
away with! I lost my like to start a circle….
others, ourselves, nature
Flawless Sabrina wig and
black boa into the Gatwick You have lived all over the planet, including and the universe.
in a lot of cosmopolitan cities – Paris,
bin on my way to Bangkok.
Airline said they were too London, Tokyo, NYC. Do u have a favourite I am blessed to be held
place in the World?
heavy?
Anyhoo…..time
by the faeries and I want
for a new doo.
to hold other faeries.
Yes, I do love all those places and many more. When I Together we make magic
am away from one I will miss the other. I am trying now and
community
and
You’re now a faerie
to adapt the attitude that wherever I am standing is my embark on our paths and
ambassador in
journeys,
strengthening
Thailand with Habibi favourite place in the world.
and supporting each other
Ding Mei Mei- how
are you finding that I can visualize myself one day living at or near a faerie with love.
experience?
sanctuary such as Folleterre, Short Mountain, Destiny,
Zuni and on and on…! I grew up just miles from Short Continuing in this path is
Only a short time ago I had Mountain and left 23 years ago, maybe one day I’ll my vision and following my
drum!!!
no idea where in the world return home?

*

UK will
always
be a
special
home to
me

*
*
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*

Just ask me & I’ll
show you...

*

Faeries are ultimately about
‘respect’ for each other, openness to
the ‘new’ healing, joy, creativity &
communicating from the heart

*

*
*
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